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Delivery, technical changes, errors and omissions exempted. Please take notice of the user manuals and latest information which can be downloaded from our site. All pictures are similar and partially symbolic.

No. 10006950

OMNITRONIC CM-5300 Club Mixer

Professional 5-channel club mixer 

No. 10006770

OMNITRONIC EMX-5 5-Channel Club Mixer

Professional 5-channel club mixer 

CM-5300 Club Mixer
The new central organ in clubs. It is not directly responsible for 
producing the beats, but for delivering the right volume in the 
right places – with the best sound possible. Predestined for this 
task is the Omnitronic CM-5300. The 5-channel mixer distin-
guishes itself especially with its well thought out equipment.

Each of the stereo input channels is equipped with gain control, 
3-band kill EQ (+12/ -26 dB) and 10-digit LED level display. 
The 3 microphone channels offer individually controllable one 
knob compressors, which control the levels under different 
microphone handling. Besides the sub out with crossover and 
the two master outs, an additional zone out is integrated, for 
example for filling the bar in a club with mono sound – thanks to 
the filter, not lower than 80 Hz. All outputs have been equipped 
with max level controllers.

Mono subwoofer output 
with integrated active 
crossover

Effect loop
Zone outputs:
2 x Master stereo, 
1 x Zone mono

3 x Mic input

No. 10006819

OMNITRONIC PM-222 2-Channel DJ Mixer

2-channel DJ mixer 

No. 10006823

OMNITRONIC PM-444USB 4-Channel DJ mixer

4-channel DJ mixer with USB interface

No. 10006873

OMNITRONIC PM-211P DJ Mixer with Player

2-channel DJ mixer with built-in MP3 player

No. 10006874

OMNITRONIC PM-322P 3 Channel DJ Mixer with 
Bluetooth & USB Player

No. 10006878

OMNITRONIC PM-422P 4 Channel DJ Mixer with 
Bluetooth & USB Player

No. 10006879

OMNITRONIC PM-311P DJ Mixer with Player

3-channel DJ mixer with built-in MP3 player

AUDIO MIXERS DJ Mixers

3-channel DJ mixer with Bluetooth and MP3 player4-channel DJ mixer with Bluetooth and MP3 player




